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CHAPrEii'. I

INTRODUCTION
Every child has a personal need for being an effective reader.

Reading constitutes a major part of his written

and oral language.

Speech, one of the most effective means

of human communication, is a major factor in the development
of oral language.
In our society, academic achievement is a primary
goal which parents have tor their ch11aren.

The development

of language, both oral ana written, is a crucial part of the
child's education.

Success with re~ding and speech are keys

to success in academic subjects and personal development.
Reading is one academic area in which success is almost
dema.nded of all children.
There seems to be a high incidence or speech problems among children who have reading difficulties.

Is there

a relationship between speech problems and reading difficulties?

Henry Smith states that, nspeech disabilities may have

a decidedly deleterious effect on reading in general, and
further important indirect effects of speech disorders are
likely to be underestimated"

( 10: 157-158}.

To see if there is any relationship between speech
problems and reading difficulties children attending the
speech clinic at Central Washington State College were given
l
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reading achievement tests.

Reading diagnostic tests may help

to anticipate where the child may have reading difficulties.
The reading achievement level of these children was derived
from the data of the reading achievement tests.

Their

speech diegnostic records were used to attempt to relate
their speech difficulties to their reading readiness or
achievement levels.
If there is a relationship between speech problems
and reading difficulties the reading specialist and the
speech therapist may find a greater need to work together to
alleviate the child's problem.

Dorothea McCarthy has said,

"Whether a child is referred to a speech therapist, to a
psychologist, or to a remedial reading teacher is largely a
matter of timing"

(9:514).

There is evidence thet the

relationship between speech problems and reading difficulties
warrants research; and investigating this relationship is the
basis of this study.

THE PROBLEM
This study attempts to find a relationship between
speech problems and reading difficulties.
This was accomplished by giving reading achievement
and reading diagnostic tests to the children at the
speech and hearing clinic.

c.w.s.c.

The results of the reading tests

were analyzed and, by the use of the speech records, related
to their speech problems.

This study attempted to find the

relationship between speech problems and reading difficulties
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using four children, their speech records and their reading
tests.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The major limitation was the number of children
involved in the study.

The findings on the four children

in this study cannot necessarily be applied to ~11 children
who have speech problems and reading difficulties.
Additional limitations of the study are these:

(1)

limited appraisal instruments were used (standardized
achievement and reading ctiegnostic tests}; (2) the study was
confined to one area (the speech and hearing clinic at

c.w.s.c.).
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Functional speech problems.

A

speech defect which

has not been caused by an orgenic disturbance, demonstrated
or inferred is a functional speech problem
Language.

(13:197).

A communication system that includes the

comprehension ~nd usage of gesture, oral and written symbols
is language

(1:2).

Reading.

The perception of graphic symbols, a

process of relating graphic symbols to word meaning is
reading

(10:44).
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Reading achievement level.

The grade level at which

the reader performs on the standardized reading tests is the
reading achievement level.
Remedial reader.

A student who is a full grade

level or more, behind on standardized reading tests is a
remedial reader.
Speech.

The process by which oral symbols are per-

ceived and produced is speech.

This process involves the

auditory pathways concerned with perception, and intricate
coordination between the neuromuscular m.echanisms including
the respiratory, phonotory, resonatory, and articulatory
systems

(1:13).
Speech correction.

The articulatory correction of

souuds which are defective, taught by a speech correctionist
outside of the classroom is speech correction
Speech improvement.

(16:213).

The teaching of sound discrim-

ination and sound production in the classroom is speech
improvement.

Speech sounds taught very, but they usually

are the sounds which are commonly defective.

Instruction

may be given by a classroom teacher or by a speech correctionist

(16:213-214).

CHAPI'ER II
REVIEW OF LITER\TURE

Speech problems are often accompanied by reading
disabilities.

A study conducted by Charlotte Sonenberg and

Gerald Gless at Adelphia University Reading and Study Center
concluded that, "There appeared to be a high incidence of
functional speech problems among the children referred to
the center for remedial reading • • • "

(13:197).

Smith states that neurologically, speech and reading
are closely related.

''Both the speech center and the center

for other motor processes involved in reading are usually
located in the language area on the left side of the brain"
( 10: 159) •

Generally, speech disorders are classified into four
areas:

articulation, rhythm, phonation and symbolization.

Approximately ?5 percent of all speech problems are in the
area of articulation. Rhythm, phonation and symbolization
may affect reading, although studies indicate that articulation has the greatest effect.

Smith says:

Articuletion disorders ere characterized by the
imperfect production of phonetic elements and are accompanied by distortions, substitutions, or omrnissions of
certain speech sounds. These disorders include baby
t~lk, lisping, lalling, delayed speech and weakly stressed consonants (10:15~).
Poor auditory discrimination often hinders the
development of beginning reading skills.
5

Glass reports,
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"Many poor readers with defective articula.tion have problems
of auditory discrimination"

(13:200).

The following six studies have been conducted to
measure the effect of speech problems on reading:

Hall

(1938), Yedinak (1949), Everhart(l963), Fitzsimons (1958),
Weaver & others (1950), and Kelly (1932).

Hall and Kelly

reported a nonsignificant correlation between articulation
and reading ability.

Yedinak found no significant differ-

ence on the Durrell Sullivan Reading Test but on the Grays
Standardized Test the Brticulatory impaired subjects were
six months behind in reading skills.

Everhart, Fitzsimons,

and Weaver found that normal-speaking children scored signi-

ficantly better on standardized reading tests than did
children with articulatory defects.
These studies show contradictory results in relating
reading skills and articulation problems.

It has seemed

possible that if articulation were improved an improvement
in reading skills might be expected.

Studies have been made

concerning this premise.
One study by B. A. Wilson (1954) found "nonsignificant differences in reading readiness scores between a
group of children who had participated in a 12-week speech
improvement program and a group of kindergarten children who
had not"

(10:212-213).

The group who had speech improve-

ment work did not outperform the control group in articulatory improvement.
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Sommers and others (1961) examined reading improvement of first grade children through the use of three
experimental groups (1) one group receiving nine months of
speech improvement; (2) another group receiving nine months
of speech correction; and {3) the third group receiving
three months of speech correction.
were also used in the study.

Appropriate control groups

The experimental groups made

greater gains in articulation than the control groups.

Only

the speech improvement groups made significant gains in reading over the control group.

The tests in reading were apti-

tude, auditory association, word recognition and word attack
skills

(16:213).
Sommers and others (1901) studies the effect of

speech improvement on reading scores for normal speaking
children.

Significant differences were found for aptitude,

auditory association, word recognition end word ~ttack but
not for comprehension

(16:213).

Sommers and others studied the effect of articulation
therapy for children with severe articulatory problems.
experimental and a control group were used.

An

The experimental

group received speech improvement and speech correction for
nine months.

The control group received speech improvement

for nine months.

The subjects were metched on intelligence and

articulation errors.

"The experimental group, which received

both speech improvement and speech correction made significantly more articulatory improvements than the control group"
Both groups made about the same gains in reading except that

8

the experimental group mede higher scores than the control
group on comprehension

(16:213).

"Jones (1951) found that a semester of speech improvement significantly improved the reading scores of third-grade
pupils"

(10:214).
Results of the studies of Jones and Sommers and others

indicate that, "an improvement in articult!tory scores is not
always accompanied by an improvement in ree.ding scores"
{15:214).

However, the results did indicate that there may

be some rel~tionship between improvement in articulation
scores and the improvement of reading scores, Harris Wintz,
(15:214) who summarized the above studies states that, "while
an improvement in articulatory scores is not always accompanied by an improvement in reading scores", generally "a
delay in re~ding is the result of
development."

&

delay in articulatory

He also concludes that this relationship should

be explored.
Glass (13:201), in his studies of reading and speech,
concluded that:
Speech therapy given in addition to reading therapy
to remedial readers with functional speech defects tended
to improve reading skills beyond the improvement shown by
remedial readers with functional speech problems, who
received only reading therapy.
A number of studies of speech problems and their
effects on reading were studied by Hildreth and summarized by
Smith

( 10: 160) :

Reading success may be hindered by immature and
inadequate articulatory coordination, by indistinct and
inaccurate articul8tion, by emotional conflicts resulting
from speech defects, by poor auditory discrimin8tion, by

9

sensory und motor uphnsia, by spasms and stuttering, and
Hildreth takes the position
thot a speech defect alone generally does not c8use the
reading difficulties, but that it presents enough of an
obstacle thr:,t vvhen it accompanies some other blockage,
reading difficulties are likely to result.
by bilingual background.

As can be seen by the results of preceding studies
speech problems and reading difficulties are often found to
accompany each other.

rrl1us, the relationship between the two

needs to be explored.

The results may effect our teaching of

reading and our speech correction practices.

With this in

mind the investigator explored the rel2tionship of speech
protlems and reading difficulties.

CHAPTER III
APPRAISAL INSTRUMENTS
This chapter presents (1) a description of the two
standardized reading tests employed in this study; (2) a
description of the five reading diagnostic tests employed in
this study; and (3) an explanation of the information taken
from each child's speech records.
TWO STANDiJWIZED READING TESTS

Gates MacGinitie Reading Tests
The Gates MacGinitie Reading test is a vocabulary
and comprehension test for grade one.

The vocabulary section

tests the pupil's ability to recognize and use words.

The

pupil is to circle the word which corresponds to the picture.
The comprehension section measures the pupil's ability to
read and understand sentences and paragraphs.

The pupil

marks the picture that best matches the meaning of the
sentence.
The grade score indicates that the child on this test
performed on the grade level derived from the raw score (total
number correct).

The standard score indicates the number of

standard deviations from the mean.

The mean was set at 50.

The percentile score indicates the percentage of children at
a given grade level whose raw scores were lower than the
child tested.
10
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Gates Reading Survey
The Gates Reading Survey is designed to reveal
specific strengths and weaknesses in reading abilities.

It

is designed to indicete the type of training most needed.
It is used for grade three (second half) through grade ten.
Speed~ Accuracy Test.

The speed is determined by

the number of exercises correct.

The accuracy is determined

by the percentage of exercises correct.
Vocabulary~.

The vocebulary test indicates the

ability in word recognition and word meaning.
Level of Comprehension~-

The comprehension test

measures a pupil's ability to comprehend complex and difficult passages.

The complexity of the passages increases as

the test progresses.
Grade Score.

The grade level at which the pupil is

reading is the grade score.

Age Score.

The age level of the pupil's reading

ability is the age score.
Percentile Score.

The percentage of pupils, of a

representative sample, who got a lower score than the pupil
being tested is the percentile score.
Accuracy Score.

The percentage of exercises which

are correct is the accuracy score.
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FIVE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS RELATED TO READING
Peabodv Picture Vocabulary Test
This is en individual test to be used with hendicapped children, remedial readers, or any child between the
ages of three and seventeen, or older.

It has a high inter-

est value to a child because of pictures.

The scoring is

very quick and there is no reading or oral response required
by

the child.

The examiner says a word and the pupil points

or tells which picture (four pictures) corresponds to the
word.

This test contains two forms; this is for retesting.
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, as a diagnostic

test for predicting reading ability, gives the pupil's
vocabulary age, vocabulary quotient, and the percentile for
his age group.

If this test is given by a diagnostician, the

scores may be used to determine the pupil's mental age,
intelligence quotient and the percentile for his age group.
Dolch Basic~ List
This is a list of 220 words, exclusive of nouns,
which are used with greatest frequency in reading books for
primary grades.

Approximately two-thirds of the words in

reading material for the primary grades are among the 220
words listed.

Almost as large a percentage of words found in

the intermediate grade reading books are in the Dolch list.
Because of the frequency of the words, children should learn
to recognize them during the initial period of reading
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instruction.

If the child is able to recognize the words

easily this will aid in the development of a basic sight
vocabulary.
For testing purposes there is a sampling list of
Dolch's 220 service words.

This contains 50 words and if e

pupil can recognize with facility these 50 words there is a
high correlation with recognition of the entire list of 220
words.

The sample list can be done in less time than the

entire list.
Webster's Readin~ Troubleshooter's Checklist
This is a test which covers many areas where a child
may have difficulty with reading.

It is a short comprehen-

sive reading test which may be given very quickly.
of reading which it covers are as follows:

The areas

alphabet, context

clues, consonant sounds, substituting beginning consonant
sounds to unlock new words, short vowel sounds, long vowel
sounds, common vowel digraphs, blending letters to form words,
prefixes, suffixes, compound words, syllables and comprehension.

If a pupil has difficulty with any of these areas,

additional work in the area wherein he has trouble will aid
his reading progress.

-

Phonics Check Test
This is a diagnostic phonics check test.
a total of 258 points in the test.

This Phonics Check Test

has eleven tests and one supplementary test.
as follows:

There are

These tests are

letters and name3 of alphabet, initial sounds,
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initial vowel sounds, final consonant sounds, (initial
consonants--initial consonant blends--medial short vowels)
consonant digraphs, final consonant blends, syllables, alphabet in sequence, sight reading, auditory discrimination
(Stick test) and a supplementary test of initial consonant
blends and digraphs.
Informal Reading Inventory
This is an individual test to determine the child's
independent, instructional, and frustrational level in reading.

Additional information concerning the child's reading

was noted.

Areas covered were oral reading skills, work attack

skills, silent reading, and comprehension.

This reading in-

ventory was a teacher-constructed check-list based on information from the Betts Reading Clinic of Haverford, Pennsylvania
and information adapted from Lester R. Wheeler.
The following check list of reading skills is suggested by Wheeler and S.mith.

This information was used in

constructing the informal Reading Inventory.

To quote the

procedure:

Suggestions on How to Find a Child's Reading Level
1.

Select a series of good basic readers which will, in
your opinion best suit the child.

2.

Estimate roughly from a standardized reading test,
the child's instructional reading level and select
a reading level and select a reader about one grade
under the standardized test level or grade placement.

3.

Have the child read the first complete sentence at
the beginning of the pages sampled and keep a record
of his errors.
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4.

As the child reads, count as errors mispronunciations, omissions, substitutions, hesitancies over
three seconds, distortions, and word assists by the
teacher. Do not count as errors mistakes on proper
names.

5.

If the percentage of errors per hundred words is more
than 3 to 5 percent, drop down to the next grade
level in the series. If the percentage of errors
is less than 2 percent move up to the next grade
level in the series.

O.

When you have found the level at which the child's
errors constitute approxim.a.tely 3 to 5 percent of
the running words, test his paragraph reB.ding.
Select four or five paragraphs and have the child
read these, both silently and orally, noting the
difficulties.

?.

Remember that series differ in difficulty; therefore,
teach the child in the series used to evaluate him,
or retest him in the series to be used for instruction.

8.

If the child passes the sentence test but not the
paragraph test, teach him on the level indicated by
the sentence test. This holds true only on the
primary level because at this level few children
have difficulty with the concepts offered, and the
vocabulary problem is not so much one of meaning as
of recognition.

9.

Children who show difficulties of organization, retention, and understanding can be taught in material
where they know at least 95 percent of the running
words.

10.

We might summarize the following practical underlying assumptions from clinical and te~ching
experience:
(a)

A child can read materials without any assisttance whf,n he~ knows and understands 98-99
percent of vocabulary and comprehends ?5-90
percent of the main ideas. This is his
independent, library, or free reading level.

(b)

The child's instructional or teaching level is
the point at which he knows and understands
the meaning of 95-98 percent of vocabulary and
comprehends about 75-90 percent of main ideas.
"Instructional leveltt implies thei.t the child
needs word analysis of unknown words and comprehension direction.
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(c)

11.

The child's frustration level is the point at
which he recognizes or knows less than 95
percent of vocabulary and comprehends less
than 75 percent of the ma.in ideas. Frustre,tion in reading generally increases with a
decrease in recognition, meaning vocabulary,
and general comprehension of materials the
child is reading.

One of the main purposes of the diagnosis is to
determine tbe free reading, instructional levels
for teaching purposes, and also to learn the
frustration level where the llll'.:1terial is too difficult for the child to read (3:2?8-279).
SPEECH RECORDS
The speech records were obtained from the C.W.3.C.

speech and hearing clinic, where each child had been tested
by profe5sors of the speech department.

Student therapists

kept the records current while working with the children.
The speech records gave the speech problem, and the
nature and the severity of the child's speech disorder, such
as e.rticuletion, rhythm, phonation, and symbolization.

Also,

the characteristic of the speech disorder was given, for
example, substitutions and omissions.

The speech objectives

for each child were stated and the method of reaching these
objectives was explained.

C.HA.PTER IV

The speech problems, the nature of tte speech disorder and the speech objectives of each child are presented.
The information was obtained from the child's speech records.
The reading results are derived from the following
diagnostic reading tests:

PeHbody Picture Vocabulary Test,

Dolch Heading List, Gates Reading Survey Test or Gates
MacGinitie Reading Test, Webster's Reading Troubleshooter
Checklist, Phonics Check Test, and an Informal Reading Inventory.

The results were summarized as to the child's reading

problems and reading strengths.
Each of the four children was assigned
instead of his name to insure anonymity.
through D were used.

r:1

letter

The letters A

A possible relationship between reading

difficulties and speech problems concluded the data presented
on each child.
Pupil A
Age 7

Gradel
Se:x--]'emale
Speech problem: Severe articulation disorder
Misarticulates: r, s, 1, z, th, and v
Nature of disorder.
not grammatically correct.

The speech was intelligible but
The articulntion problems were
17
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churacterized by substitutions and unnecessary pauses.

Upon

stimulstion, most error sounds were produced correctly.
Speech objectives.
clinic for some time.

Pupil A had attended the speech

The present objectives were to promote

acceptable articulation of /s/ and carry over of previously
corrected sounds.
RES1:JLTS O:P' THE GNI'ES MACGINITIE

READING TESTS FOR PUPIL A
Comnrehension

Vocabulary
Number correct
DtandBrd score
Percentile score
Grade score

20
47
38
1.4

Number correct
5
Standard score
37
Percentile score 10
Grade score
1.2

INFORMAL READING INVENTORY
I.

II.

Estimated Reading Levels
A. Independent
1. 1.1 Vocabulary 98 percent
2. 1.1 Comprehension 100 percent
B. Instructional
1. 1.2 Vocabulary 95 percent
2. 1.2 Comprehension 80 percent
c. Frustretional: second grade
Specific Difficulties Noted
A. Oral Reading
1. Anxiety: enjoyed oral reading
2. Rate: slow but accurate
3. Errors: subntitutions (2), repetition (some
phrases), endings (added the ing on one word)
4. Perceptual difficulties: endin~
5. Phrasing: inadequate (word by word)
~. Oral rereading: no improvement over oral sight
reading
B. Viard attack deficiences or methods noted
1. Refuses to attack unknown words
2. Guesses at word from context
3. Lacks flexibility in word attack
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WEBSTER'S READING 1rHOUBL.8SBOOTER CI-foCKLIST

Individual Analysis
Checklist

uestions

es

no

Errors

1.

Does he know the names of
the letters?

X

1 error, said u
for q

2.

Does he try to use context
clues?

X

Examiner assisted
with some of the
words

3.

(a)

:x

4 errors, y,r,x,j

(b)

Does he know consonant sounds?
When letters ere together? sh,ch,th,wh

th

4.

Can he substitute beginning sounds to unlock
words like his sight
vocabulary words except
for the first consonant?

:x.

5.

Can he hear the short vowel
sound in words?

:x.

eiu

5.

Can he tell when vowel
sounds are long in words?

:x

a

?.

Does he know the common
vowel digraphs?

-not taught-

8.

Can he blend letters to
form words?

-not taught-

9.

Does he see the comm.on
prefixes as units?

-not taught-

10.

Does he see the common
suffixes as units?

-not taught-

11.

Does he see the compound
words as units?

-not taught-

12.

Can he divide long words
into parts?

-not taught-

20

PHONICS CHECK TEST
Individual Analysis
Phonics check

es

no

Errors

1.

Letters-Names
Write 25 letters as
named by examiner

x

1 error,~ for~

2.

Initial sounds
24 sounds by
examiner

x

3 errors, a for short o,

Initial vowel sounds
10 words

x

Fin~l consonant sounds
14 words

x

Initial consonants,

X

Initial consonant
blends (10)
Medial short vowels

X

4 errors, gl, gr, dr, sc

X

5

3.

4.
5.

(10)

(10)

e for short i, w for r
-student syas w for r4 errors, short i,u,e

and long

3 errors,

.Q.

---

d for g, t for

d, p for b

errors, i,o,e

G.

Consonant digraphs

-not taught-

?.

Final consonant blends

-not taught-

8.

Syllables

-not taught-

9.

Alphabet in sequence

x

1 error,

s

10.

Sight reading alphabet

x

1 error,

s

11.

Long vowels,
diphthongs

12.

Stick test-49 sounds

not taught:x

13 errors, short e,o,i,u,
vowels controlled by r,
endings ed and ch
This student has not had
spellingotal 35 errors out of
258
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c.
D.

E.

Silent Reading
1. Attention span adequate
2. Rate: very slow but accurate
3. Poor habits: finger pointing
Comprehension
1. Silent superior to oral (good)
2. Specific difficulties: Reads word by word,
when rate varies often makes mistakes on
easy words; this occurs when the pace of
oral reading increases.
Series Used
1. Houghton Mifflin,~ and Janet, pp. 07-58.
level 1.1
2. Houghton Mifflin, :QE, and .Away, pp. 77-78. level
1.2

DOLCH READING LIST
1.

Basic Sight Vocabulary Test of 220 words-

Pupil A read primer level easily, but the first
grade level was too difficult.
2.

Sampling list of Dolch's 220 service words-

Sampling list was too difficult for pupil A
PEABODY PCITUHE VOCABULARY TEST
Vocabulary Age

8.1

Vocabulary quotient
Percentile

-74

110

SUMJ:JA.RIZATIO~ OF ViJPIL A' s READING STRENGTHS

1.

VocabulAry 1.4, at grade level

2.

Comprehension 1.2, at grade level

r:,:
.__,

.

Enjoys oral reading

4.

Phonics skills ere at grade level

5.

Uses context clues
Instructional level 1.2, et grade level

?.

Silent reading eccurate
POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPEECE PHOBLE1vlS

AND EEADING DIFFICULTY

S

1.

2.

eech Problems

Readin

Severe articulation disorder. ~isarticulates;
r,s,l,z,th, and v.
Articulation problems are
characterized by substitutions and unnecessary
pauses.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

?.
8.
9.

Difficulties

Short vowels; e,i,u,o.
Long vowel sound; a
Consonant sounds; y,f,x.
Letter names; says u
for q
Says r sound for w
hlphabet in sequence; q
tiight reading alphabet, q
Medial short vowels; i,
o,e
Final consonant sounds;
b,g,d.

10.

Hate slow, word by word,
finger pointing

Pupil A was in tbe first grade.

The vocabulary

level was 1.4, the comprehension level was 1.2, and the reading instructional level was 1.2, all were at present grade
level.

There were some phonics errors but the pupil performed

on the level of the first grade.

Although the reading scores

were at the pupil's grad,?- level, there was some delay within
the present grade (pupil should have been in the second half

of the first grade).

This delay is not enough to warr0nt

the pupil as a remedial reader.

The Peabody vocabulary age

was 8.1, this was above the pupil's present age of seven.
The question this raised was--should the reading score huve
been higher considering the high Peabody score for her age?
One can speculate that had there not been a severe speech
proble1n the pupil may have been higher in reading considering
the potential vocabulary age score.
Pupil A does have a severe artjculatory problem, but
there was not a severe reading difficulty.

Therefore, a

possible relationship between speech problems and reading
difficulties cannot be shown.
Pupil B
Age 8
Grade 2
Se:x--Female
Speech problem: Very severe artjculatory disorder
Misarticulates: s, 1, r, k, f, 1, n, and many vowels.
Nature of disorder.
development.

The pupil had delayed language

The articulation problems are cheracterized by

substitutions, omissions, Bdditions, and distortions.
Speech objectives.

The present objectives were:

to

increase vocabulary, to stimul~te communicative speech, and
to incorporate the co~rect sounds in words.
DOLCH Rb~DING LIST

Sampling liet of Dolch's 220 service wordsPupil Bread the sample list of fifty words easily
with no errors.
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EESULTS O:F TES GATES MACGINITIE
iiB.;.,J)ll~G

Vocabulary

1

0
:

2.JT :FOR :2UPIL B

Comnrehension

r-; umber correct

43

Standard score
Percentile score
Grade score

65

95
2.7

Number correct
Standard score
Percentile score
Grade score

33
57
92
3.6

INYOFM.1.L HE.iiDING Ii\V.?:NTORY
I.

II.

Estimated Heeding Levels
A. Independent
1. 2.1 Vocabulary 98 percent
2. 2.1 Comprehension 100 percent
B. Instructional
1. 2.2 Vocabulary 95 percent
2. 2.2 Comprehension 100 percent
c. Frustrational: third grade
~pacific Difficulties Noted
A. Oral Reading
1. .l..nxiety: enjoyed oral reading
2. Rate:
adequate
3. Errors: substitutions (5), ommissions (1)
4. Perceptual difficulties: medial vowel
5. Phrasing:
adequate
B. Word attack deficiencies noted:
1. Guesses at word from context
2. Phonetic inadequacy: Tries to sound out words
but this is difficult. It is difficult for
Pupil B to blend sounds.
c. Silent Reading
1. Drive: overly anxious
Rate: sometimes too fast for accuracy
D. Comprehension
1. good
E. Series Used
1. Houghton Mifflin,~ Along, pp. 158-159,
Level 2.1
2. HougrJton Mifflin, On We Go, p. 100, Level 2. 2

PEABODY PICTUHE VOCABULARY TEST
Vocabulary age

7.5

VocabuL:ry quotient
Percentile

42

95
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'ifEBSTER' S READING TR0DBLESH0OTE::"t CHECKLIST

Individual Analysis
Checklist auestions

es

1.

Does he know the names of
the letters?

X

2.

Does he try to use context
clues':'

:x:

3.

( a)
( b)

Does he know consonant
sounds?
When letters are togetl··er? sh, ch, th,wh

no

Errors

q said P, g said
q, (reversals)

X

:x

4.

Can he substitute beginning
sounds to unlock words like
his sight vocabulary words
except for the first consonant?

X

5.

Can he hear tbe short vowel
sound in words'?

:x

e,

Can he tell when vowel
sounds are long in words?

:x

a

7.

Does he know the common
vowel d igrephs?

:x

8.

Can he blend letters to form
words?

X

9.

Does he see the common prefixes as units?

X

10.

Does he see the common suffixes as units?

X

11.

Does he see the compound
words 8.S units?

X

12.

Can he divide long words into
parts':'

:x

0

Tried but too
difficult
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PHONICS CHECK Tl~ST
Individual Analysis
Phonics check

es

no

Errors

1.

Letters-Names
Write 20 letters as
named by examiner

2.

Initial Sowids

X

3

errors, short sounds
i e, a

3.

Initial vowel sounds
10 words

X

3

errors, long a, short
e, 0

4.

Final consonant sounds
14 words

X

2

errors, h for f b
ford (reversal)

5.

Initial consonants,
(10)
Initial consonant
blends ( 10)
Medial short vowels
(10)

:x:
4

errors, i, o, e

e.

Consonant digraphs

x

2

errors, ch for sh, fro
for ph

7.

Final consonant blends

x

2

errors, ct for st, ct
for nt

8.

byllables

x

9.

Alphabet in sequence

x

Sight reading alphabet

x

10.

X

'

X

X

q said p, g said p

( reversals)

11.

Long vowels, diphthongs x

8

12.

citick test-49 sounds

14 errors, short a,o,e,u,
i, silent e, vowel
controlled by r, final
d, beginnings, long
ea, ed ending.
-41 errors out of 258-

X

errors, met, dim, cute,
rode, pine, joy, hook,
pound
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b1JMM.ARIZATION O:E' PUPIL B's READING GTRJ::NGhTS

1.

Vocabulary 2.7, at grade level

2.

Comprehension 3.5, above grade level

3.

Instructional level 2.2, at grade level

4.

Uses context clues

5.

Comprehension good (oral reading)

5.

Adequate use of phonics on the phonics test

?.

Enjoys oral reading
POSSIBLE RELJ/!'IONSEII' BETWEEN SPEECH PROBLm.~s

AND READING DIJi'FICULTY
S eech Problems

1.

2.

Readin. Difficulties

Severe articulatory
1.
disorder. Misartic- 2.
ulates: s,l,r,k,f,l, 3.
n, and many vowels.
Delayed speech.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Short vowel sound e,o,i,a.
Long vowel sounds a,o,e.
Letter names--confuses q and
p, band d, g and p, may be
due to reversal problem.
Difficult to blend letters
into words.
Final consonant sounds b for
d, (reversals)
Consonant digraph ch for sh.
Consonant blends--ct for st,
ct for nt.
Silent eon the end of words.
Ending ed.

Pupil B was in the second grade.

The vocabulary level

was 2.7, the comprehension level was Z.5, and the instructional level was 2.2, all were at the present grade level.
The vocabulary quotient was 95; this is an average score.
comprehension score was above the present crrde level.

The

The

main reading difficulty fo-r' Pupil B was blending letters to
form words.

The reading scores indicate that this pupil was

able to perform at bis grade level.
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Pupil B does have a severe articulatory problem,
but there was not a severe reading difficulty.

Therefore, a

possible relationship between speech problems end reading
difficulties cannot be shown.
Pupil C
Age 9

Grade 3
iJex--Hale
Speech problem: Severe articulation disorder
Misarticuletes: r, 1, s, z, th, sb, ch.
Nature £f_ disorder.

his speech problems are in the

area of articulation; his words are characterized by
omissions, substitutions, and distortions.

He "foresaw a

word as being hard, and proceeded to mispronounce it".
Speech objectives.

Pupil C was to concentrate on the

subject at hand and develop an awareness of his mistakes.

RESULTS OF THE GATES SURTh'Y READING
TEUT FOR PUPIL C

Speed
Vocabulary
Comprehension
I.verages

Grade score

Age score

2.8
3.1
4.0

8.0
8.3
9.2

:3.3

s":5

Reading Accuracy
Percent correct 86-i~cc uracy

Very High

DOLCH READING LIST
~ampling list of Dolch's 220 service wordsPupil C read the sample list of fifty worcs easily
with no errors.
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INFOR:N!AL READING INVENTOHY

I.

Estimcted Reading Levels
Indeper:dent
1. 3.1 Vocabulbry 99 percent
2. 3.1 Comprehension 100 percent
B. Instructional
1. 3.2 Vocabulary 96 percent
2. 3.2 Comprehension 90 percent
C. Frustrationul: 4.1
Specific Difficulties Noted
A. Oral Reading
1. Anxiety: greater than silent
2. :Zia te:
quick recognition of vocabulary
3. Errors: omi □ sion--left off the (i) in
~inelli, one error of substitution
4. Perceptual difficulties--two endings
5. Phrasing: accurate
B. Word attack deficiences or methods noted
1. Guesses at word from context (uses McKee as
text)
2. Phonetic inadequacy: none with oral reading
c. ~ilent reading: some difficulties were noted
1. Good attention span
2. Good comprehension span
3. Drive: overly anxious
4. Rate: slower silent reading than oral reading
5. Poor habits: lost place once
D. Comprehension
1. Silent reading superior to oral reading
2. Specific difficulties: Tries very hard and is
somewhat anxious concerning his abilities.
Showed tension.

A.

II.

E.

Series used
1. Houghton Mifflin, Climbing Higher, p.18<J,
level 3.2
2. Houghton Mifflin, Climbing Higher, p.244,
level 3.1

PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY TEST
Vocabul&ry age

7.6

Vocabulsry quotient
Percentile

20

86
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WEBSTER' S READING TROUBLESHOOTER CBJWKLIST

Individual Analysis
Checklist

uestions

es

1.

Does he know the names of
the letters?

:x

2.

Does he try to use context
clues?

X

3.

(a)

{b)

Does he kno·N consonant sounds?
When letters are together? sh,ch,th,wh

:x

:x

4.

Can he substitute beginning sounds to unlock
words like his sight
vocabulary words except
for the first consonant?

:x

5.

Can he hear the short
vowel sounds in words?

x

Can he tell when vowel
sounds are long in words?

x

?.

Does be know the common
vowel digraphs?

:x

8.

Can he blend letters to
form words?

:x

9.

Does he see the common
:prefixes as uni tsf

X

10.

Does he see the common
suffixes as units?

X

11.

Does he see the compound
words as units':'

X

12.

Can he divide long words
into parts?

:x

6.

Errors

no

short vowel sound
e

long vowel sound
a

keat said kleat,
nebe-nebo,
vin-vine
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PHONICS CHECK TEST

Individual Analysis
Phonics check

es

no

Errors

1.

Letters-Names
Write 26 letters as
named by examiner

2.

Initial Sounds
24 sounds by examiner

:x

3.

Initial vowel sounds
10 words

:x

2

4.

Final consonant sounds
14 words

X

2 errors, fin2l 1,

Initial consonants, (10)
Initial consonant blends
(10)
Medial short vowels (10)

:x

6.

Consonant digraphs

X

?.

Final consonant blends

X

8.

Syllables

X

9.

Alphabet in sequence

X

10.

Sight reading alphabet

X

11.

Long vowels, diphthongs

X

5.

X

errors, short e,
long a
s

X

X

2 errors, short e,i

m,p,u--needed
assistance with
these 3 letters

2 errors, said shute

for cute, said
hide/hid
12.

Stick test-49 sounds

X

0 errors, short

sound i, a when
controlled by r,
wrote w for r,
final ed.
Total 1? erro1·s out
of 258.
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SU11MARIZATION OF PUPIL C's READING STRENGTHS
1.

Vocabulary 3.1, at grsde level

2.

Comprer,ension 4.0, above grade level

3.

Instructional level 3.2, at grade level

4.

Uses context clues

5.

Comprehension good (oral reading)

6. Adequate use of phonics while reading
7.

Enjoys oral reading
POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPF.ECH PROBLEMS
AND READING DIFJi"'ICULTY
S

1.
2.

eech Problems

Readin

Severe articulation disorder. Misarticulates
r,l,s,z,th,sh,ch.
Words characterized by
omissions, substitutions,
and distortions.

1.
2.

,:,
...,.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Difficulties

Short vowel sound a, e
Long vowel sound a
Failed to notice silent
e and the end of words
Final consonants 1, s
Medial short vowels, e, i
Alphabet in sequence, m,
p,u, needed assistance
with these letters.
Vowel controlled by r,
wrote w for r
Final ed
Drive--over anxious

Pupil C was in the third grade.

The vocabulary

level was 3.1, the comprehension level was 4.0, and the
instructional level was 3.2.

The vocabulary and the instruct-

ional level are at his present grade level.
sion level is above his present grade level.
vocabulary quotient was

86; this is

The comprehenThe Peabody

below an average score.

The main difficulty was writing the alphabet in sequence.
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This pupil performed well on the reading tests given.

His

performance was either at grade level or above grade level.
Pupil C does have a severe articulatory problem, but
the reading tests indicate he does not have a reading problem.

Therefore, a possible relationship between speech

problems and reading difficulties cannot be shown.
Pupil D
4ge 12
Grade 0
Sex--l'.18.le
Speech problem: Articulation disorder
Misarticulates: rand some other sounds inconsistently.
At age 8 he misarticulsted r, s, 1, k, z, f, v, sh and
ch.
Nature of disorder.

Pupil D's retardation in the

development of speech was psychological in origin.
due to the home environment.
defect and delayed speech.

Possibly

He had a severe articulation
Results showed that good progress

had been made in correcting error sounds.
Speech objectives.

To continue the progress made in

correcting error sounds were the speech objectives.
RESULT;J OF TEZ G.,1.TSS SURVEY READING
TEST FOR PUPIL D
Grade score
Speed
Vocabull:1ry
Comprehension
Averages

Age score
12.8
11.1
13.1

13.2
Reading Accuracy

Percent correct 100

11.ccuracy Very high
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INFORMAL READING INVENTORY
I.

II.

Estimated Reading Levels
A. Independent
1. ? Vocabulary 98 percent
2. 7 Comprehension 100 percent
B. Instructional
1. 8 Vocabulary 95 percent
2. 8 Comprehension 95 percent
c. Frustrational: above 8
Specific Difficulties Noted
A. Oral Reading
1. Anxiety: greater than silent
2. Rate:
quick recognition of vocabulary
3. Errors:
substitutions
4. Phrasing: little voice inflection
5. Perceptual difficulties: none
B. Word attack deficiences or methods noted
1. Guesses at word from context
2. Can use phonics for word recognition, but cannot use phonics well in nonsense words.
c. Silent Reading--No noticeable difficulties
1. Good attention span
2. Good comprehension
3. Drive: very cooperative
4. Rate: good
D. Comprehension
1. Silent reading superior to oral reading
2. Specific difficulties. Uses little voice
-inflection.
E. Series Used
1. Seventh grade, J.P. Lippincott, Ba.sic Reading,
p. 118.
2. Bigth grade, J. F. Lippincott, Basic Reading,
p. 183.
PEABODY PICTUHE VOChBULJ;.HY TEST

Vocabulary age

14.6

Vocabulary quotient
Percentile

114

85

DOLCH RE:ADING LIST
Sampling list of Dolch's 220 service wordsPupil Dread the sample list of fifty words easily
with no errors.
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WEBSTER'S READING TROUBLESHOOTER CHECKLIST
Individual Analysis
Checklist

uestions

es

1.

Does he know the names of
the letters?

X

2.

Does he try to use context
clues?

x

3.

(a)

X

(b)

Does he knov, consonant sounds?
When letters are together? sh, ch, th,
wh

no

Errors

r,l,z,y,h

X

4.

Can he substitute beginning sounds to unlock
words like his sight
vocabulary words except
for the first consonant?

5.

Can he hear the short vowel x
sound in words?

6.

Can he tell when vowel
x
sounds are long in words?

7.

Does he know the common
vowel digraphs

x

8.

Can he blend letters to
form words?

X

9.

Does he see the common
prefixes as units?

X

10.

Does he see the common
suffixes as units?

X

11.

Does he see the compound
words as uni ts?

X

12.

Can he divide long words
into parts?

X

X

bute said but,
lote said lot,
keat-ket, bamebam, doke-dok,
beed-bed, doamdom
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PHONICS CHECK TEST
Individual Analysis
Phonics check

es

Errors

no

1.

Letters-Names
Write 25 letters as
named by examiner

:x

2.

Initial 3ounds
24 sounds by examiner

X

1 error, e for i

3.

Initial vowel sounds
10 words

X

1 error, long a

4.

li'inal consonant sounds
14 words

X

5.

Initial consonants, (10)
Initial consonant blends
( 10)
Medial short vowels (10)

:x:

6.

Consonant digraphs

X

7.

Final consonant blends

X

8.

Syllables

:x.

9.

Alphabet in sequence

X

10.

Sight reading alphabet

X

11.

Long vowels, diphthongs

X

12.

Stick test-49 sounds

X

X
X

4

errors, p,r,s,u

1 error, u for ea
-

?

errors out of
258-
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SUMMARIZATION

OE'

PUPIL D's Rl!;iillING STRENGrrHS

1.

Vocabulary 6.6, at grade level

2.

Comprehension, 8.5, above grade level

3.

Instructional level, 8 (eight grade) above grade level

4.

Uses context clues

5.

Adequate word attack skills

5.

Enjoys reading

7.

Vocabulary age, (Peabody) 14.e, above age level

POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPEECH PROBLEMS
AND READING DIFFICULTY
8 each Problems

1.

2.

Readin. Difficulties

Articulation disorder,
1.
misarticul&tes rand
some other sounds inconsistently.
2.
Pupil D had delayed speech.
0ome residual articulation problems at age 12.
3.

4.

Consonant sounds r,l,z,y,
h, were not well articulated.
Difficulty in blending
letters into words.
Misses vowels in nonsense words with final
e, as bute.
Alphabet in sequence,
needed assistance with
r,l,z,y,h
Oral reading uses little
voice inflection.

Pupil D did not enter first grade until the age of
seven and a half.

Prior to entering first grade te was

placed in a special education class.

He was placed in this

class because of his behavior and speech problems.

(A

teacher in a small country school agreed to take Pupil D; he
then began first grade and reading instruction, at the age
of seven and a half.}
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The vocabulary level was 6.6, the comprehension
level was 8.5, and the instructiorsl level was above the
eighth grade.

Since the pupil was in the sixth grade, the

instructional level and the comprehension level were above
his present grade level.

his Peabody vocabulary age was 14.6,

this also was above his present age.

The reading scores

indicate that this pupil was able to perform at bis present
grade level, snd in some instances, above his grade level.
Pupil D does have an articulatory problem, but
there was no reading difficulty.

Therefore, a possible

relationship between speech problems and reading difficulties
cannot be shown.
The data presented in Table I gives the speech probelms and the results of the reading tests conducted with the
four

c.w.s.c.

children.

TABLF~ I
SPEECH PROBLEMS AND TE~; REoUitL7S m, THE READING TESTS
CONDUCTED W'ITH FOUR C.W.S.C. CHILDREN

Pupil

A

Chronological
Age

?

B

8

C

g

D

12

Vocabulary
Age

Grade
in
School

Comprehension
Grade
Score

Vocabulary
Grade
Score

8.1

1

1.2

1.4

?.6

2

3.5

2.?

?.6

14.6

3

6

4.0

8.5

3.1

6.5

Speech Problems

Instructional
level

1.2

Severe articulation
disorder. Misarticulr tes:
r,s,l,z,th,
and v.

2.2

Very severe articulatory
disorder. Misartic ulates: s,l,r,k,f,l,n,
and many vowels.

3.2

Severe articulation
disorder. lilisarticulat es: r,l,s,z,th,sh,
and ch.

s.o

Articulation disorder.
Misarticulates rand
some other sounds
inconsistently. ;\.t
age 8 he misarticulated: r,s,l,k,z,f,
y,sh.

0

~
~

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This study was done in attempt to find a relationship between speech problems and reading difficulties.

Four

pupils with severe articulatory problems, were given comprehensive reading tests.
The reading areas tested were are&s of:

vocabulary,

comprehension, word attack skills, phonics, basic sight
vocabulary, levels of reading (independent, instructional,
and frustrational) and oral reeding skills.
The four pupils were at or above their grade levels
in the areas of vocabulary, comprehension and levels of reading.

One pupil, in these areas, was delayed from three to

four months within his present grade level.

Another pupil,

in the areas of comprehension and reading level, was two
grades above his present grade level.
Three of the pupils (who were in grades second,
third, and sixth) demonstrated that they had a good basic
sight vocabulary by correctly reading all the words on the
sample Dolch list.

The fourth pupil, (a first grader) was

on the primer level of the Dolch list.
The four pupils had developed adequate use of word
attack skills on their levels and they used phonics to
40

advantage for word recognition.

They used context clues to

unlock unfamiliar words.
The oral reading aspect of the testing was enjoyed
by the pupils.

This indicates that their speech problems

had been accepted and did no~ hinder their progress in oral
reading.
In summarizing the results of the reading tests, it
appears conclusive that the four children, who had severe
articulatory problems, did well in the reeding tests.
the pupils excelled in the reading area.

One of

The relationship

found for the four pupils is that there does not appear to be
a correlation between their speech problems and their reading
progress.
If a relationship between defective articulation and
reading were to be found, it would seem likely to show up in
the child's use of phonics in reading, on the speech sounds
he misarticulates.

The /s, r, 1/ sounds were defective in

all four children.

These sounds were correctly heard and

written on the Phonics Check Test of initial sounds.

One

pupil wrote the letter w for r on the test of initial sounds.
The findings of the four children cannot be applied
to all children with speech problems.

The six studies

(Chapter II, page 6) conducted to measure the effect of
articulation problems on reading skills showed contradictory
results.

Yedinak found no significant difference on the

Durrel-Sullivan Reading test, but on the Gray's Reading test
the articulatorily impaired subjects were six months behind

4-2

in reading skills.

Hall and Kelly reported a nonsignificant

correlation between articulation and reading ability.

Eber-

hr,rt, Fitzf.3imons, and V!eaver found that normal-speaking
children scored significantly better on standardized reading
tests than did children with articulatory defects.
The findings of these four children may have an
important influence on the attitudes of the classroom teacher,
the reading specialist, and the speech therapist.

The speech

therapist, while working with these children l:ind others like
them, may realize that &lthough they are hampered in the area
of' speech they may be successful in other academic areas.
The reading specialist will want to analyze the reading
difficulties of children with speech problems, rather than to
rely on the assumption that his speech problems caused his
reading difficulty.

Though this study is limited it did show

that when a child is able to accept his speech difficulty and
has no resulting negative attitudes concerning his difficulty
when it comes to reading; tnen the classroom teacher should
accept his speech difficulties end not call e.ttention or use
speech difficulties es an excuse for reading deficiency.

The

child has a severe speech problem and possibly the teacher
with encouragement and assistance may be able to help the
child, so that he does not develop a reading problem.
This study serves to focus attention on the reading
progress of four children, who have severe articulatory
problems, and their ability to achieve success in reading
despite their speech problem.
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I~"'FORMAL HEADING INVENTORY*
I.

Estimated Reading Levels
A.
B.

c.

D.

E.

II.

Independent
Instructional
FrustrEttional
Hearing

Specific Difficulties Noted
A.

Oral Reading.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Anxiety: no level of relaxation._______ ;
greater than silent___...,...___
Rete: Very slow but accurate ______ too
fast for accuracy
Errors: Omissions
,· Additions
·
Substitutions
; Reversals----'
____ ;
Habitual repetition____,,,,,,_....,.._
Perceptual difficulties. Beginnings_____ ;
Medial._ __,,--_ ___,__ ; Endings _________
Phrasing: inaccurate_______ ; inadequate
-,,.---~,,_-; ignores punctuation-_..,,...__,,_.,,....,,__
Oral rereading no improvement over oral sight
reading

----------

----------

B.

Word attack deficiences noted:

C.

--..,....-,----

2.
3.
4.

Refuses to attack unknOWl words
Guesses at word without use of context
Guesses at word from context
----Phonetic inadequacy_______________

5.
5.

Structural inadequacy_ _,___....,..________
Lacks flexibility in word attack________

1.

0ilent Reading
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Limited attention span
Limited cocrprehension span_______,......._ _....,..._ _
Drive: overly anxious
indifferent
Rate: very slow but a_c_c_u_r_a_t_e:_______ too
fast for accuracy_______
Poor habits: vocalization____,.....,__ ; finger
pointing,_______ ackward with took_ _ _ _ ;
loses place

--------------

--------
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D.

Comprehension
1.
2.

--------------------------

Oral superior to silent
Specific difficulties

*The selections f'ollowine; are from an informal reading
inventory based upon the Betts Be.sic Headers by Betts and
Welch. In its complete form this inventory is Form B-1 c.1s
used by the Betts Reading Clinic of Haverferd, Penn.
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DOLCH BASIC

PRE-PHD/!:ER
a
1.
...,

(.,.

and

3.
4 •.
ro.
6.
7.
8.

away
big
blue
can
come
down
find
for
funny
go
help
here
I
in
is
it
jump
little
look
make
me
my
not
one
play
red
run
said
see
the
three
to
two
up
we
where
yellow
you

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
15.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
..,,.,

v~.

33.

~:4.

35.
36.
3?.

38.
3g.

40.

PlUI'l[L'R
1. all

2.
3.
4.
5.

31.
32.

am
are
at
,Jte
be
blcick
brown
but
came
did
do
eat
four
get
good
have
he
into
like
must
news
no
now
of
our
out
please
pretty
ran
ride
saw

t....v.

say

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

.

l'Z.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
rz ,-l

34. she

35. so
3t'L soon
37. that
38. there
39. they
40. this
41. too
42. under
43. want
44. was
45. well
46. went
47. what
48. white
49. who
50. will
51. with
52. yes

VJORD LIST

FIRST GRADE SECOND GRADE THIRD GRADE
1. after
2. again
3. an
4. and
5. as
6. ask
7. by

8. could
9. every
10. fly
11. from
12. give
1:3. going
14. had
15. has
16. her
17. him
18. his
19. how
20. just
21. know
22. let
23. live
24. may
25. of
26. old
27. once
28. open
29. over
30. put
31. round
32. some
33. stop
34. take
35. thank
36. tbem
3?. then
38. walk
~'.59. were
40. when

1. always
around
.2.
,
o. because
4. been
5. before
e. best
7. both
8. buy
9. call
10. cold
11. does
12. don't
13. fast
14. first
15. five
15. found
17. gave
18. goes
19. green
20. its
21 made
,:,., ..,
many
23. off
24. or
25. pull
26. read
2?. right
28. sing
29. sit
30. sleep
31. tell
32 • their
33. these
34. those
35. upon
35. us
37. use
38. very
39. wash
40. which
41. why
42. wish
43. work
44. would
45. write
45. your
<) ' )

.

1. about
2. better
3 • bring

4. carry
5. clean
o. cut
7. done
8. draw
9. drink
10. eight
11. fall
12. far
13. full
14. got
15. grow
1!5. hold
17. hot
18. hurt
19. if
20. keep
21. kind
22. laugh
23. light
24. long
25. much
26. myself
27. never
28. only
29. own
30. pick
31. seven
32. shall
33. show
34. six
35. small
36. start
3?. ten
38. today
39. together
40. try
41. warn
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SA1\ilPLING LIST OF DOLCH'S
220 JF.!RVICE WORDS
Name

---------Grade

·-----

Level

---Date----

Age

Clinician

------

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.

?.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

does
around
old
put
big
yellow
good
said
like
brin _
under
who
every
only
e.te
ten
for
warm
into
know
with
had
again
may
wall

2G.
2?.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
3?.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

seven
by
out
an
those
his
been
sing
full
carry
look
find
when
jump
use
hurt
play
draw
those
their
give
start
my
together
ride

TYPES OF

_______

Correct
Number..,.....
Percentage

-----Incorrect
Number
~------Percentage
______

Refused
Number
Percentage_ _ _ _ __

---------

1DRRORS MADE

_ _ _ _ _ for_ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ for_____
_ _ _ _ _ for_ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _for_____
_ _ _ _ _ for_ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ for_ _ _ __

-----for-----
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PHONICS CLECK TEST

------------

NAivIE
I.

II.

D.i~TE

Letters - Names
On the lines below write the letters named by the
teacher.
1.

10.

19.

2.

11.

20.

3.

12.

21.

4.

13.

22.

5.

14.

23.

6.

15.

24.

7.

16.

25.

8.

17.

26.

9.

18.

Initial Sounds
Write on the lines below the beginning sound that you
can hear in the words pronounced by the teacher.
1.

9.

17.

2.

10.

18.

3.

11.

19.

4.

12.

20.

5.

13.

21.

5.

14.

22.

7.

15.

23.

8.

16.

24.
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III.

IV.

v.

Initial Vowel Sounds
Draw a circle around the vowel you hear in the beginning
of ;:1 word pronounced by your teacher.

1.

a

e

i

0

u

6.

a

e

i

0

u

2.

a

e

i

0

u

7.

a

e

i

0

u

3.

a

e

i

0

u

8.

a

e

i

0

u

4.

a

e

i

0

u

9.

a

e

i

0

u

5.

a

e

i

0

u

10.

a

e

i

0

u

Final Consonant Sounds
1.

8.

2.

9.

3.

10.

4.

11.

5.

12.

5.

13.

7.

14.

Initial Consonants, Initial Consoncrnt Blends, and
Medial Short Vowels
B.

/\.

£:.:..

~

1.

at

ing

p _n

2.

ing

OW

s

3.

og

ue

C_ _ p

4.

et

idge

t _p

5.

an

ell

g

m

6.

ick

ow

m

b

7.

ad

ack

s _11

8.

og

ess

d_g

9.

un

og

s _t

am

ore

l

10.

n

t
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VI.

Consonant DigraQhS
1.

ank

5. lun

2.

air

5.

0.

,....

eep

?. ca

4.

en

s. pa

one

VII. Final Consorn.nt Blends
1.

so

4.

lei

2.

fi

5.

se

VIII. .Szllables
dog ( 1)

car/na/tion ( 3)

kit/ten { 2)

1.

bat

( )

G.

candy

2.

dinner

( )

7.

paper

3.

house

8.

quickly

)

4.

baby

(

9.

bedroom

( )

5.

saddle

( )

(

refreshments

10.

IX. Al:Qhabet in Seguence

X. Sight Reading
(For teachers' use in checking individual pupil).

1.

Names of letters-s

x
0

T

b t
w q
G
K

li'
J'~

a
g

1
z

I l.t
M L

m
o

c

n

p
k

f
u

i

e

r

d

h

j

y

V

B
G

V

X U
C J

L P W R
D H N Y

)
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2.

):I.

Isolated words--(Long vowels, diphthongs}
1.

paid

12.

cut

2.

met

13.

meat

3.

dim

14.

hid

4.

pad

15.

cane

5.

can

15.

meet

f>.

dime

17.

joy

?.

rod

18.

owl

8.

cute

19.

hook

9.

hide

20.

pound

10.

rode

21.

boil

11.

pine

22.

cool

Auditory Discrimination
Spelling lesson - written
(Part 1)

1.

9.

2.

10.

3.

11.

4.

12.

5.

13.

6.

14.

?.

15.

8.

16

To Teacher:

XI.

List here the sounds which the written spelling
lesson made apparent were not hearo; such as-st - i - ck - ong - final "s" - short vowels a,
o, u, etc.

Auditory Discrimine.tion
Spelling Lesson - Oral
(Part 2)

To Teacher:

1.

Record on these 16 lines the sounds which the
Oral Spelling Lesson made apparent were not
heard; such as "b" in bat - "ed" as being the
ending for "rushed" - long "ee" in middle of
word - t1ar" has the sound of "r", etc.

-----------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5.
--------------------------------------------------------?.
--------------------------------------------------------10.
11. ----------------------------_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.

3.

4.

6.

8. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9.

12.

1?,.

14.
15. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

HS.

-----------------------------
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W.1£BS'l1ER' .S hE.l.DH!G TROUBLLSHOOTEh' J CH:d:CKLIST

Central Washington State College
I.

M. Fields

Does he know the names of the letters?
a. Show the alphabet in random order as shown below.
"Read these letters." Draw a circle around those
nof:'"'Known, write in the incorrect letters called
in error.

I A E S C DF E P T ML R r o h 1 my t v k p z i a
Z J U H G WX
b.

II.

~

KVY N O j u s h b c g w d f x g e

If the pupil calls any letters incorrectly he
should learn it. Note particularly confusions of
m and n, b, p, q, and d.

Does he try to use context clues?
a. Have the following story reproduced on cardboard
or durable paper. Be sure to include the "x" me.rks
that indicate the number of letters in the missing
word, Tell the pupil, "The story h a s ~ words
missing. Try to read the story~ guessing the~sing words."
"Dick," xxxx Mother, "will you go to the store for
me?"
"Surely, Xx:x:xxx," said Xxx:x:. "What shall I get?"
"I need a xxxxx of butter, a loaf of xxxxx, and a
xxx.xx eggs." said Xxxxx:x:. ''Thank xxx very much."
"You're welcome, Mother, said Xxxx and ran off to
xxxx ball with his xxxxxxx.
b.

III.

If the pupil cannot guess almost all the words out
of the fifteen opportunities, he is weak in his
ability to use context clues as an aid in word
identification.

Does he know consonant sounds?
a. Duplicate copies of the list of consonants shown
below. Write List A give these directions: "All
letters have sounds. Can you make the sounds
these letters?"
-

or

List A: r n 1 m v z s f (These consonant sounds
can be given without the addition of the characteristic "uh" vowel ending.)
With list B, give these directions: "Show me how
you would hold your mouth to f3ay 11 worawnicn - started with each of these letters."

---- -

-- - --- ----

5?

With List C give these directions: "When these
letters~ together~ sounds do they make1"
List C;
sh
ch
th
wh
Draw a circle around missed sounds and write in
sounds made in error.
b.

IV.

SIGHT WORDS:
TEST WORDS:

man
ban

sent
pent

star
mar

SIGHT WORDS:
TEST WORDS:

Kite
rite

hair
lair

nest
zest

night
at
bright gat

hen blue
fen clue

If the pupil misses more than two or three test
words, he shows weakness in substituting beginning
consonant sounds and should have some help.

Can be hear the short vowel sound in words?
a. Read these instructions to the pupil, "I am going
to §.Y some words. Listen and tell me wh'Ich vowel
sound you hear in eaeh word-:-n- TEST WORDS:

b.

VI.

a

Can he substitute beginning consonant sounds to unlock
words like his sight vocabulary words except for the
first consonant'?
a. Reproduce the test words and sight words on cardboard. Ask the child to read the sight words first.
Tell him the words if he does not know them. Cover
the sight words and ask him to read the test words
with help. {This is a crude test of a mechanical
skill. The pupil is not expected to know the meaning of the test words.)

b.

V.

Any error in accurate sounding of consonants is
serious obstacle to further progress in reading
skill.

bread (short e) bunk ( short u)
saddle (short a) shrink (short i)
block ( short o)

Many pupils who can identify consonant sounds cannot
identify the vowels. No sound blending attack can
be very useful to a child until he can deal accurately with vowels.

Can he tell which vowel sounds are long in words?
a. Reproduce the test words. Head these instructions
to the pu~il "Try to read these words ~ well ~ you
~ ~ i f you never have said them before."
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teal vie shoal breacb
trite gate theme hove

TEST ,:OHDS:

creel main
dune leve

(Pupils are not expected to be familiar with the
meanings of these words. This is a measure of
word perception skill only.)
b.

VII.

The teacher will be able to note from the child's
manner of attacking the words whether he understands that two consecutive vowels or the vowelconsonont-final e patterns usually result in long
vowel sounds.

Does he know the common vowel digraphs?
a. Head these directions to the pupil:
some words ou probably don't know.
them ~ wel ~ you ~ • n

1

TEST WOHDS:

nook

awl

coy

flout

"Here a re
Try to read

maul

foil

jowl

(The pupil is not expected to know the meanings of
the words. This is a measure cf his ability to
recognize these vowel combinations in unfamiliar
words.)
b.

VIII.

Note carefully any vowel digraphs missed. Inability
to identify the sound of any of the digraphs suggests
that remedial work is required.

Can he blend letters to form words?
a. Reproduce the test words, then read these instructions to the uupil: "Here are some nonsense words.
Thevreally are not worcfs""atalL,Dut I'd like to
~ if you can read them anyway. t t - TEST WORDS:

b.

IX.

fis
tope
nibs
bute
jav

late
lort
pad

kim
grue

gud
tam
neve
sult
nel

ke2t
sive
vin
hife
doam

hin
muts
wab
faim

sut
bame
doke
beed

Listen carefully as the pupil blends consom'<nt and
vowel sounds. By careful observation the teacher
will be able to tell whether the pupils can blend
sound values together audible or inaudibly to
attack unfamiliar words.

Does he see the common nrefixes as units?
a. Reproduce the test ~ords on cardboard. Read these
instructions to the pupil: "Here are some more
nonsense words. Read them ~ well as you can. t,
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TEST WORDS:

b.

X.

Carefully listen to th2 pupil's pronunciation of
the prefix units that begin each nonsense word.
A failure to recognize nearly all the prefixes
indicates that the pupil is not familiar with
these common prefix units and should have help.

Does he see the common suffixes as units?
a. heproduce the test words. Read these directions
to the pupils: ''Head these nonsense words ~
well ~ .l2.!:! ~ • , , TEST WORDS:

b.

XI.

balling booker floorest daytion
skinance meatness chairly waterful
burnant truckous cornment cupable
sleepive sickness

Carefully note the soecific suffixes with which
the pupil experiences difficulty. He should hnve
help with those he misses.

Does he see the compound words as units?
a. Reproduce the test words. liead these instructions
to the pupils: " ~ these nonsense words ~ ~
~ 1.2.!! .£.§.!l • "
TEST WORDS:

b.

XII.

re pan conj ump inwell delike
display ungate excry proread
prehend enstand combent

nightbank dinnerplayer basketmeet
broomfeather paperjumper eatmobile
spaderoom carthouse

Failure to pronounce these test words with confidence indicates the noed for corrective teaching
of compounds.

Can he divide long words into parts?
a. Reproduce the list of test words. Read these
instructions to the pupil: "Divide these words
into parts _El marking the parts. head the words
after you have marked the parts."
TEST 't:ORDS:

b.

bombardment combination calculate
establishment revolver entertain
refreshment cucumber

Observe the pupil as he divides the words into
parts and attempts to reed them. Uncertainty
and confusion will indicate that he is not
accustomed to seeing multisyllabic words by perts
and needs some help.
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XIII.

Can he understand simple expositionel reading units?
a. Reproduce the unit below on a separate sheet.
Duplicate the questions that follow. J-,_llow the
pupil to read the parugraph first. Give him as
much time as he needs. Then, remove the paragraph
copy and ask him to answer the six test questions.
Check his enswers.

TRIAL PARAGRAPH
The honey bee family is very interesting. It is a
very big family. Thousands of bees live in one house called
a hive.
Each bee family has one queen bee. She is larger than
any of the others. She is the mother of the hive and has her
own work to do. The queen lays hundreds of eggs from which
the baby bees Bre hatched in the hive.
There are the drones who are the father bees. But
they are queer fathers, for they do not work. When the bab~es
are hatched in the spring and food needs to be saved, the
drones are killed by the other bees.
The workers make up the bigger part of the bee family.
They guArd the queen, care for the babies, and gather food for
the whole family. They not only gather the honey from flowers,
but also make the comb in which the honey is stored for winter.
TEST
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

The largest bee in the hive is the
•
How many eggs does the queen bee lay?
Which of the bees he:.s an easy time?
(a) All of them
(d) The queen
(b) The uronos
(d) The smaller ones
Which is the best title for this story?
(a} The Busy Bee
(b) A Big Interesting Family
(c) Where Our Honey Comes From
(d} \;'hy the Drones are Killed
Everyone in the hive must work.
(a) Yes
(b) ~o
(c) Does not say
The bees gather honey &nd store it for food for the winter.
(a) Yes
(b) Not
(c) Does not say

--------

b.

Comprehensive difficulty is indicated unless the
pupil can answer at least four of the six questions
correctly. Questions 1 snf ~ nnd 4 indicnte
ability to read for detail. Number 3 shows grasp
of central tr ougJ:,t.

ol
XIV.

At what level can tbe pupil read independently with
ease und comfort?
a. Reproduce the selections. The first is four-high
difficulty. Have the pupil read it aloud. Note
each word that is missed. If the pupil hos trouble
wi tr, more than five words, hr,ve tim read the second
selection. It is three-high difficulty. Note
again each word that he misses.

11
Cases of Sherlock Holmes 11 )
"About four months ago I bought the bust of Napoleon.
I picked it up clrnap from Harding Brothers' Store. I bought
it for this very room. I work in here at night, doing a lot
of writing. I heard a noise down here. I listened, but
heard nothing more. Then about five minutes later I heard a
yell. I'll never forget it. I grabbed a poker. I came
down the stairs. ThEt ·window there was wide open. I saw
that the bust was gone."

FIRST SELECTION ( I/:'rom

JECOND SELECTION (From "Kine Arthur and His Knights")
1
' I
do not know you", said Arthur, "but you are a strong
knight. Get down and we will fight on foot with swords."
"Not yettt, said the Black Knigl,t. "Let us try again.
Eere are some new spears."
Two boys now rode from the castle. 3ach carried a
st~ong new spear. The Black Knight took one, King Arthur took
the other. Again they rode away from each other and turned.
Again they charged.
King Arthur's spear struck the Black Knight's shield
hr,rd and square. Again it flew into pieces. But this time
the Bleck Knight's spear did not break. Straight through
Artbur's shield it went.
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GATESMAcGINITIE
READING TESTS
PRIMARY A, FORM 1
Vocabulary and
Comprehension

•
fUCHfO COlUGI PIIH

UACHUI COLUGI
COlUl,qlA UfWIUIITT

NIW YOI•

Please note: Pages 62-77 have been redacted due to copyright.
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GATES READING SURVEY-FORM 2
For Grade 3 (Second Half) Through Grade 10

Speed and Accuracy, Reading Vocabulcry, Level of Comprehension
~ IUIUU Of PUILICATION5

\,5)
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S2S WHt 120th StrHt, New Yo,. 27. N. Y.
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